Free Internet?
New Internationalist Easier English lesson
Upper Intermediate

This lesson:
Starter: a video / chat

Quiz: how much do you know?
Reading: 2 texts about the Internet
Speaking: discuss ideas from the texts
Writing: a letter of thanks

Watch this 2-minute video
......and think .... how does
“Dave” know so much?
http://en.avaaz.org/833/this-will-put-psychics-out-ofbusiness?utm_source=facebook_avaaz4&utm_medi
um=social_media&utm_campaign=hot-videos

Quiz
first discuss what you think in groups
1. What are the 5 countries where Facebook is used
most?
2. What are the 5 countries where there is most
censorship on the Internet?
3. What are the 5 countries where there is least
censorship on the Internet?
4. What is downloaded free from the Internet most:
music, films or pornography?
5. What percentage of people think it’s OK to share
files online?
6. What percentage of people in the world have
access to the Internet?

Now find the answers:

http://www.newint.org/features/2012/12/01/digital-freedoms-infographic/

Key:
1. What are the 5 countries that use
Facebook most?
2. What are the 5 countries where
there is most censorship on the
Internet?
3. What are the 5 countries where
there is least censorship on the
Internet?
4. What is downloaded free from the
Internet most: music, films or
pornography?
5. What percentage of people think
it’s OK to share files online?
6. What percentage of people in the
world have access to the Internet?

1. Brazil, India,
Indonesia, Mexico
and the US
2. Iran, China, Cuba,
Syria and
Uzbekistan
3. Estonia, US,
Germany, Australia
and Hungary
4. Pornography (36%)
(films – 34%; music
3%)
5. 70%
6. 40%

Now discuss:

1.How free is the Internet – in
your country? in the UK and
the US?
2.How free should it be?
3.How can it be freer?

Reading
We’re going to read a text called:

How to be free
Charlie Harvey tells us about 10 steps to
software freedom on the internet.
Discuss: What do you think will be in the text?
http://eewiki.newint.org/index.php/How_to_be_free

Now read it to match the paragraphs to the subtitles:
1. Use free software
2. Download this
software
3. Be active and
creative
4. Stay safe
5. Use free culture
6. Say no to ‘DRM’
7. Protect your
mobile phone
8. Don’t allow
anyone to follow
what you do
9. Start a campaign
10. Learn more

a) Try these: For browsing: Firefox; For secure web chat: CryptoCat; For word processing: LibreOffice; For
graphic editing: GIMP
b) More artists are releasing their work under free or open licences like those from Creative Commons.
Listen to their music, read their books, and make donations to support this growing re-mix
culture:freemusicarchive.org search.creativecommons.org
c) It costs nothing, it is often more stable and it sometimes works better. It also lets you see the code your
computer is running, and change this code if necessary. Free software is now far easier to use
together with other programs.
d) Software can’t do anything alone. We need political change, better privacy and regulation of copyright
too. Join these groups and support the fight for a free internet: Electronic Frontier Foundation Open
Rights Group Liberty Index on Censorship
e) Tor is a tool that makes internet connections anonymous to allow free speech. Dissidents, who speak
against their government and risk their lives to speak the truth, use Tor to avoid censorship and
imprisonment in some countries. If more people use the Tor server, this makes it more difficult for
governments to find the people who speak against them: torproject.org
f) Digital Survival Guide: Basic intro to computers, internet and mobile use; Top 12 ways to protect your
online privacy: eff.org; Look at these technical resources that make your internet use more private:
techtoolsforactivism.org
g) Help the free software community to grow. You can report bugs, request new features, offer to do
translation or design, or – if you’re good at coding– write code.
h) You bought it, it belongs to you – but you don’t control it. Publishers can stop people from sharing ebooks – and music – using Digital Rights Management. DRM adds malicious software into your ebook reader that lets the book publisher change your reader remotely. Buy a New Internationalist
e-book with no DRM!: shop.newint.org
i) Many websites have advertising and social media widgets and they make a profile of people who read
them. Somewhere there’s a record of when you asked for advice about your embarrassing medical
condition, or when you were interested in an embarrassing political case. Protect yourself from
unwanted tracking and adverts with browser plugins like Ghostery or AdBlockPlus.
j) More people are carrying phones which can do things like sell your geo-data (information about where
you are) to companies, be easily intercepted and lock-down your software. If you have an Android,
that means your operating system is 95% free, and it can add privacy tools from The Guardian
Project to stop governments and businesses from looking at your information.

Key:
costs nothing, it is often more stable and it sometimes works better. It also lets you see
1. Use free software 1c) It the
code your computer is running, and change this code if necessary. Free software is
now far easier to use together with other programs.
2. Download this
2a)Try these: For browsing: Firefox; For secure web chat: CryptoCat; For word processing:
LibreOffice; For graphic editing: GIMP
software
3g) Help the free software community to grow. You can report bugs, request new features, offer
to do translation or design, or – if you’re good at coding– write code.
3. Be active and
4e) Tor is a tool that makes internet connections anonymous to allow free speech. Dissidents,
who speak against their government and risk their lives to speak the truth, use Tor to
creative
avoid censorship and imprisonment in some countries. If more people use the Tor
server, this makes it more difficult for governments to find the people who speak
against them: torproject.org
4. Stay safe
5b) More artists are releasing their work under free or open licences like those from Creative
Commons. Listen to their music, read their books, and make donations to support this
5. Use free culture
growing re-mix culture:freemusicarchive.org search.creativecommons.org
it, it belongs to you – but you don’t control it. Publishers can stop people from
6. Say no to ‘DRM’ 6h) You bought
sharing e-books – and music – using Digital Rights Management. DRM adds malicious
software into your e-book reader that lets the book publisher change your reader
remotely. Buy a New Internationalist e-book with no DRM!: shop.newint.org
7. Protect your
7j) More people are carrying phones which can do things like sell your geo-data (information
about where you are) to companies, be easily intercepted and lock-down your
mobile phone
software. If you have an Android, that means your operating system is 95% free, and it
can add privacy tools from The Guardian Project to stop governments and businesses
8. Don’t allow anyone
from looking at your information.
8i)
Many
websites have advertising and social media widgets and they make a profile of people
to follow what you
who read them. Somewhere there’s a record of when you asked for advice about your
embarrassing medical condition, or when you were interested in an embarrassing
do
political case. Protect yourself from unwanted tracking and adverts with browser
plugins like Ghostery or AdBlockPlus.
9. Start a campaign 9d) Software
can’t do anything alone. We need political change, better privacy and regulation of
copyright too. Join these groups and support the fight for a free internet: Electronic
Frontier Foundation Open Rights Group Liberty Index on Censorship
10. Learn more
10f) Digital Survival Guide: Basic intro to computers, internet and mobile use; Top 12 ways to
protect your online privacy: eff.org; Look at these technical resources that make your
internet use more private: techtoolsforactivism.org

Now discuss the advice given in the
text:
Discuss the suggestions in groups
and put them in the order of
most useful to least useful.
Which suggestion(s) are you going
to try? Why?

Reading text 2

Discuss: How
can we keep
human rights
in a digital
world?
http://eewiki.newint.org/index.php/Digital_free
dom:_don%27t_get_angry,_be_open

Can you match these? Discuss, then scan
quickly (5 minutes) through the text to check:
http://eewiki.newint.org/index.php/Digital_freedom:_don%27t_get_angry,_be_open

1) Bitcoin
2) DRM
3) Secushare
4) FSF
5) cdjns

a) this restricts and controls what
you can do on your own computer,
i-phone or e-book
b) a group who develop free, open
versions of software
c) a digital currency that could make
banks unnecessary
d) a way to protect personal freedom
and privacy and avoid censorship
e) a safe social network

Key:
1) Bitcoin
1c) a digital currency that could make banks
unnecessary
2) DRM
3) Secushare 2a) this restricts and controls what you can
do on your own computer, i-phone or e4) FSF
book (Digital Rights Management)
5) cdjns
3e) a safe social network
4b) a group who develop free, open versions
of software (Free Software Foundation)
5d) a way to protect personal freedom and
privacy and avoid censorship

Now read the text in more detail.
The final sentence is: “Open systems and the
people who design them deserve our
support.” Why? – read to find some reasons:
http://eewiki.newint.org/index.php/Digital_free
dom:_don%27t_get_angry,_be_open
Then discuss in pairs

Writing
In pairs/groups, write a formal letter to the people
who design free software to thank them:
• Explain why you are writing
• Explain why you think the free software is so
important
• Thank them
You can look back at the text for ideas to help you.

Homework:
1) Read the original version of both texts:
http://www.newint.org/features/2012/12/01/ten-steps-softwarefreedom/
http://www.newint.org/features/2012/12/01/open-source-digitalfreedom-keynote/

and see how much more vocabulary and
grammar you learn.
2) Read a related text about Anonymous:
http://eewiki.newint.org/index.php/How_Anonymous_got_political

(easier English)
http://www.newint.org/features/2012/12/01/anonymous-into-politics/

(original version)

